A reliable microinjectrode system for use in behaving monkeys
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**Abstract**

We describe a modified system for the precise delivery of small volumes of drugs to brain sites of behaving monkeys during simultaneous single-neuron electrophysiology. The system combines a conventional microelectrode for recording single neurons and a small gauge microsyringe in a durable design. It incorporates newly available microfluidic components to achieve high-precision fluidic control. The system is inexpensive, reusable and easy to fabricate; it minimizes neural tissue damage and achieves reliable single-neuron recordings at the injection site.

1. **Introduction**

Studies of the neural mechanisms of behavior in monkeys primarily involve three major approaches: electrophysiological recordings, electrical microstimulation, and pharmacological manipulations of local neural activity. Combining these three approaches in the same study necessarily provides a more potent means of elucidating neural mechanisms (e.g. Sommer and Wurtz, 2006). To achieve this, several labs have previously developed "microinjectrode" systems for simultaneous drug delivery, neural recording and electrical microstimulation. Malpeli and Schiller’s method was the first to be used successfully in anesthetized monkeys (Malpeli and Schiller, 1979). Subsequently, Crist et al. (1988) introduced a microinjectrode system that combined a recording electrode with an injection cannula for simultaneous drug injection and extracellular recording of neuronal activity for use in behaving monkeys (Crist et al., 1988). Later, Dias and Segraves improved the fluidic control of that system (Dias and Segraves, 1997). Subsequently, Chen et al. modified the original Crist injectrodes to achieve better recording quality (Chen et al., 2001). A number of other studies have employed different microinjectrode systems capable of altering both neuronal activity and behavior in animals (Table 1).

Neurophysiological studies involving behaving monkeys are unique in that the preparation of each animal subject typically involves many months of training prior to physiological study. Once the physiological study begins the repeated delivery of electrodes, drugs or electrical current to the brain presumably results in cumulative deleterious effects on the neural tissue under study. Thus, it behooves the experimenter to minimize the amount of damage and maximize the number of appropriate measurements per experiment. Therefore, an ideal microinjectrode system should have the following characteristics: (1) a reliably high recording quality (i.e. single-neuron isolation), (2) precise control of the drug volume, (3) reliable drug delivery, and (4) a small diameter cannula-electrode assembly. The previously described microinjectrode systems differ in the degree to which they achieve the above characteristics. The original Crist et al. (1988) system, though effective, was not optimal, and there have since been a number of significant refinements. The systems described by Dias and Segraves (1997) and Martin and Ghez (1999) implement perhaps the best means of measuring the delivered drug volume by monitoring it immediately above the infusion cannula, though neither systems employ a single-neuron quality microelectrode. The systems described by Chen et al. (2001) and Kliem and Wichmann (2004) do employ single-neuron quality microelectrodes, yet they employ a less optimal means of monitoring the drug volume than the above mentioned systems. In the systems described by Tokuno et al. (1998) and Kliem and Wichmann (2004), a micro-wire or microelectrode is attached to the side of the drug cannula. This not only increases the width of the microinjectrode, but it also increases the distance between the neural recording and the center of the delivered drug volume. In the system described here, we have attempted to combine the optimal design features of the above systems into one that is both inexpensive and easy to assemble. Below, we describe the components, construction and use of this system. In addition, we provide...
more detailed, step-by-step instructions in the supplemental materials.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Construction of microinjectrode

Our microinjectrode consists of a 32-gauge (236 μm outer diameter) stainless steel, beveled-tip cannula (Cadence Science Co., Lake Success, NY) containing a 75 μm, commercially available epoxy-coated, tungsten microelectrode (FHC Inc., Bowdoinham, ME). Microfluidic components obtained from Labsmith Inc. (Liv-ermore, CA) are used to complete the overall assembly (Fig. 1). LabSmith microfluidic components are designed with low “dead-volumes” and are optimized for leak-free connectivity even at high pressure. The cannula is first attached by a plastic ferrule (Fig. 2A) to the bottom side of a Cilux T-junction (Fig. 2B). Next, the microelectrode is back-loaded through the cannula to the top side of the T-junction where it is positioned inside a ~1.5 cm piece of polyimide-coated glass tubing (Fig. 2C) (OD: 360 ± 10 μm, ID: 150 ± 4 μm; Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ) and the second ferrule. This small piece of glass tubing holds the microelectrode and the gold pin connector steady during soldering and gluing. It is later sealed by glue and is only used for stability. We use “long-axis” to refer to the sides of the three-way connector through which the electrode passes; the “short-axis” is used to interface with the microinjection circuit. The end of the microelectrode is cut, stripped of insulation and then soldered to a gold pin connector. The pin connector, polyimide tubing and second ferrule are all glued together at the top of the second ferrule. Although the second ferrule is a standard “off-the-shell” ferrule made by Labsmith, in our construction, the first ferrule is custom-made from a Labsmith “plug”. Specifically, a 32-gauge (or smaller) hole is drilled through the plug to make a ferrule with a smaller opening than the pre-made ferrules, which are 30-gauge. Once the electrode is soldered and glued in place and the ferrule is tightened to the T-junction, the tip of the microelectrode should protrude from the tip of the cannula’s bevel at a desired distance (e.g. 100–300 μm). Since the microelectrode’s protrusion from the cannula’s tip is determined by the second ferrule’s attachment to the T-junction, the microelectrode can be withdrawn inside the cannula by unscrewing the second ferrule slightly (but not completely). In our construction the electrode tip can be withdrawn almost completely with about 2 turns of the ferrule. By withdrawing the microelectrode during positioning of the microinjectrode within neural tissue, its tip can be completely protected from damage. In our experience, reliable multi-unit activity recording is attainable even after 4–6 experiments with a single microinjectrode. After microinjectrode positioning, the ferrule can be re-tightened to return the microelectrode tip to its recording position outside the cannula. The microinjectrode can be mounted on a conventional micromanipulator to advance
it through the dura and into neural tissue. We used a standard hydraulic “microdrive” in our arrangement (Narishige International USA, INC., East Meadow, NY. Catalog number: MO-96). The microdrive was custom modified to hold the microinjectrode via screws fastened through two corner holes in the three-way connector (Fig. 3).

2.2. Construction of the microinjection circuit

Once the microinjectrode assembly is completed (Fig. 2D), its remaining, short-axis opening can be connected via a ferrule to the “infusion line” of the microinjection circuit. The infusion line is made up of an appropriate length (~1.5 m) of polyimide-coated (flexible) glass tubing that is connected (via ferrule) to a three-way valve (Fig. 2E) mounted on a microfluidic breadboard (Fig. 2F). (We used glass tubing because, unlike Teflon or PE tubing, glass tubing is more internally rigid and is therefore more resistant to fluid flow hysteresis.) The two remaining inputs of the three-way valve are attached (via tubing and ferrules) to two luer-lock connectors (Fig. 2G), which are in turn connected to two gas-tight Hamilton syringes (100–1000 μL) (Fig. 2H). The two syringes contain respectively the infused drug and a volume marker to make up the loading and marker line inputs to the three-way valve (Fig. 3). The loading line is driven by a Harvard pump (Harvard Apparatus Inc., Holliston, MA) and the marker line, which is used during drug infusion, is controlled manually by Stoelting micromanipulator (Stoelting Co., Wood Dale, IL).

2.3. Measurement of infused volume

The success of our microinjection system relies primarily on optimizing fluidic control both by using high precision, low “dead-volume” components (e.g. three-way valve, T-junction) which are now commercially available (LabSmith, inc. Livermore, CA) and by keeping the diameter of the entire circuit relatively constant from the luer-lock to the tip of the microinjectrode. As a result, measurement of the volume of drug delivered is both easy and accurate.

The infusion line is used to fill the circuit with drug solution, from three-way valve to cannula tip, prior to insertion into brain. Once filled, the marker line serves to both inject the solution into the brain and to accurately measure the injected volume in tubing of similar diameter as the cannula. To observe the volume injected, the marker line can be filled with an oil/dye combination to form a distinct border that can be monitored (through the glass tubing) during drug delivery (similar to Dias and Segraves, 1997; Martin.png

Fig. 2. Key components of microinjection circuit. Ferrules (A), T-junctons (B), breadboard (F), three-way valve (E), and luer-lock connectors (G) are obtained from Labsmith Co. Polyimide-coated, glass tubing (C) is obtained from Polymicro Co., and the gastight syringe (H) from Hamilton Co. The microinjectrode (D) is assembled from various parts as described in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Arrangement of the microinjection circuit. The three-way valve is mounted on a breadboard and is connected to the infusion, drug and marker lines. Loading of volumes into the circuit is accomplished with the Harvard pump. When the circuit is loaded with a drug, the movement of that drug column inside the infusion line is controlled by a Stoelting micromanipulator and measured in the marker line. The infusion line connects to the microinjectrode, which is mounted on a hydraulic microdrive (e.g. Narishige International USA, INC., East Meadow, NY. Catalog number: MO-96). The electrode holder of the microdrive is custom modified in order to accommodate the three-way connector of the microinjectrode. The microinjectrode cannula sits inside a larger gauge guide tube. During penetration of the dura and brain, the microelectrode is retracted into the cannula and then extended once the cannula is in place at the brain site under study.
Fig. 4. A sample experiment in which single-neuron recording, electrical microstimulation and microinjection was carried out in the frontal eye field (FEF). (A) Examples of single-neuron waveforms (black traces) isolated from background (gray traces) are shown at top. (B) Response field of neurons at the FEF site (FEFRF) and the endpoints of saccades evoked by microstimulation are shown. Black traces show trajectories of microstimulation-evoked saccades. Gray circles indicate landing points of visually guided saccades to targets within the FEFRF. Visually guided saccades were more scattered after infusion of 500 nl of 5 mg/ml muscimol (black diamonds). The bars at right show mean ± SEM of saccade scatter (before = 0.68 ± 0.25 d.v.a.; after = 1.08 ± 0.36 d.v.a.; \( p = 0.005 \), Wilcoxon sign-rank test). (C) Responses of a single-neuron to a visual stimulus (left) and at the time of a saccade (right) recorded before infusion. Abbreviation: d.v.a., degrees of visual angle.

2.4. Loading of infused drug

Prior to each experiment the drug to be infused is loaded throughout the microinjection circuit with a Harvard pump when the three-way valve is open to connect loading line with the infusion line. To minimize damage to microinjectrode–microinjection assembly and the introduction of air bubbles in the circuit, the infusion line is loaded at a very slow rate (0.5–1 \( \mu \)L/min). To ensure that the circuit is completely loaded, a volume of drug that exceeds the capacity of the circuit is delivered. For example, since a 1.5 m infusion line (ID = 150 \( \mu \)m) corresponds to 25.5 \( \mu \)L, 100 \( \mu \)L of drug run through the circuit will ensure that it is completely filled and that the drug is flowing from the tip of the cannula. Drug flow during loading can be monitored with the aid of a dissecting microscope. Prior to loading the drug into the infusion line, the line is thoroughly flushed with a liquid disinfectant/sterilant (e.g. Nolvasan) followed by sterile saline and finally air using the same procedure described for loading the drug. In addition, a sterilization filter (Millipore Co., Billerica, MA) can be placed in the luer-lock junction with the drug syringe for delivery of sterile drug.

2.5. Experimental setup

Once the microinjection circuit is cleaned and loaded, and the marker line is prepared, the control of drug flow with the manual infusion/withdrawal pump from the tip of the microinjectrode should be confirmed. The three-way valve should now be opened to connect the marker and infusion lines. The formation and disappearance of a droplet of drug under manual control can be visualized with the dissecting microscope. At this stage, the drug “zero point” can be measured at the oil/dye border in the marker line. The drug can then be retracted to a desired, known position prior to infusion. At this point, the top ferrule on the microinjectrode can be loosened to retract the electrode into the cannula prior to penetration of the microinjectrode into neural tissue. Once the cannula is safely within the brain, the ferrule can be re-tightened and the microinjectrode is ready for recording and microinfusion. The cannula serves as the infusion route when the ferrule is tightened and as a protection for the electrode tip when ferrule is loosened. Thus,
unlike some of the previous methods (e.g. Crist et al., 1988) there is no need to pre-puncture the dura before advancing the electrode.

3. Results

Our microinjectionate system was used to pharmacologically manipulate neuronal activity within the FEF of behaving monkeys (Noudoost and Moore, 2008). Fig. 4 shows examples of a single-neuron isolation, responses of an FEF neuron during visually guided saccades, saccades evoked with electrical microstimulation of the recording site, and the behavioral effects of local inactivation of the FEF recording site with the GABAa agonist muscimol. The FEF has a known involvement in the planning and generation of saccades (Bruce et al., 1985) and it has been shown that local inactivation of the FEF increases the scatter of visually guided saccades (Dias and Segraves, 1999). In our experiments, good single-neuron isolations could be achieved consistently from the injection site (>90% of recordings in 4 monkeys) (Fig. 4A). Thus, the response properties of neurons and the vectors of saccades evoked with electrical microstimulation at the site could be characterized prior to microinjection (Fig. 4B and C). Following the infusion of 500 nL of muscimol (5 mg/ml) at the FEF site, there was a significant increase in the scatter of endpoints of saccades made to targets located in the part of space represented by neurons at the injection site. In a separate study, we observed highly consistent effects of various drugs (GABAergic or dopaminergic) on oculomotor behavior (Noudoost and Moore, 2008).

4. Discussion

4.1. Potential pitfalls

Among the possible pitfalls in the construction of the microinjectionate, perhaps the biggest is a poor glue seal at the top ferrule, where the electrode is soldered to the gold pin connector (Fig. 1). Since this is often the weakest joint in the circuit, care should be taken to form a good seal in order to prevent leakage. In addition, minimizing the pressure inside of the circuit during loading will prevent leaks from forming. A second possible pitfall is that the three-way valves can get clogged with glass particles from polyimide-coated tubing if the tubing breaks inside of the valve–ferrule junction. To prevent this, the ends of the tubing should be free of cracks, burrs and fragments. Lastly, the distance between the electrode tip and the cannula tip must be optimized to both enable the microstimulation functionality while minimizing the offset between the center of the drug volume and the recording site. If the microelectrode tip is too close to the cannula tip (e.g. <100 μm) then the distance between electrical current flow from the microelectrode tip (source) to the cannula (sink) will be too short to stimulate a sufficiently large volume of tissue (Crist et al., 1968). On the other hand, if the microelectrode is too far from the cannula tip then it will not be possible to assess the neurophysiological effects of the infused drug at the center of the drug volume.

4.2. Possible improvements

In spite of the apparent advantages of our microinjectionate system over that of others (Table 1), there are nevertheless a few ways in which our system might be improved. For example, although we have employed 32 G cannula (~230 μm OD), we could have easily used smaller gauge cannula, such as 33 or 34 G, which correspond to ~200 or ~180 μm OD, respectively. Presumably this would minimize further the damage to neural tissue with repeated penetrations. Second, the precise measurement of fluid volume can easily be improved by a factor of four by simply employing polyimide-coated tubing with a 75 μm ID rather than 150 μm. Third, as a means of avoiding leaks in the system as result of excessive pressure within the circuit, one could insert a pressure gauge in series with the infusion line. Although we almost never observed evidence of clogging in our system (<3/82 experiments), the pressure gauge could nonetheless be used to minimize spikes in fluidic pressure, particularly when the infused substance is highly viscous (e.g. tracers, viruses). Lastly, the system can be extended to accommodate more complicated fluidic systems, for example involving multiple experimental drugs in one experiment.

4.3. Experimental use of microinjectionate system

As illustrated by the results depicted in Fig. 4, our microinjectionate system can be used to functionally characterize the physiological properties of neurons at an injection site prior to drug delivery. This can be done either with electrical microstimulation, which is advantageous within motor-related structures (e.g. FEF) where movements can readily be evoked, or via high-quality single- or multi-unit recording, which is valuable within sensory structures (e.g. visual cortex). For example, a reliably high recording quality would allow one to confirm the similarity of visual selective properties of nearby neurons within presumed “face patches” within the inferotemporal cortex (Tsao et al., 2006; Afraz et al., 2006) prior to pharmacological inactivation.

In general, the use of volume drug delivery in the study of the action of drugs on neuronal activity is suboptimal, for example in comparison with microiontophoresis (Hicks, 1984). Volume drug delivery is problematic because it presumably displaces neurons relative to the cannula and the electrode tip during the infusion. Thus, the maintenance of extracellular single-neuron isolations is virtually impossible to achieve with any confidence. As a result, comparison of activity after drug infusion with baseline (“control”) activity for individual neurons is equally unfeasible. Nevertheless, one can perform population-level comparisons, in which the drug and control measurements are treated independently. Such an approach would allow one to simultaneously obtain both neuronal and behavioral effects and to correlate them. For example, one could simultaneously test the effects of blocking GABA-mediated inhibition on direction of motion tuning of area MT neurons (Herrero et al., 2008), and on visual motion perception in monkeys. Such an experiment would not be possible with microiontophoresis because the volume of delivered drug is typically far too small to alter behavior.
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